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Abstract. In this paper we will follow the line of thought presented
by Chatterji, Sen and Zeng (2016) and form a weak and strong version
of a compromise axiom, one that should capture understanding of com-
promise based on an ability to elect a winner which is not top-ranked
in any preference on a profile. After that we will analyze an interaction
of those axioms and three major groups of social choice functions: posi-
tion scoring functions, Condorcet functions and a group of social choice
functions that aim to capture a notion of compromise (Sanver (2004)
and Hatzivelkos (2019)). Finally, we will show that the division of social
choice functions in three groups with respect to these axioms (ones that
fail to satisfy weak compromise axiom, ones which meet weak, but not
strong compromise axiom, and ones that satisfy strong compromise ax-
iom) fairly reflect relationship between those social choice functions and
colloquial expectations from notion of compromise.

Keywords: Compromise · Compromise axiom · Positional scoring rules
· Compromise rules · d-Measure of Compromise

1 Introduction

”No one is very happy, which means it’s a good compromise.” A quote from the
popular TV show reflects a colloquial understanding of the compromise: every-
body should give up of their first preference, in order to reach an outcome that
is acceptable to all. But, question remains, does social choice theory reflect the
described understanding of the compromise? In our opinion, so far - no.

Main goal of this paper is definition of the new axiom of social choice theory
which one could consider a necessary condition1 for a social choice function to

1 Idea we are presenting in this paper should be considered necessary condition, which
is not sufficient condition by it self. In a way, this axioms test if social choice function
is capable of electing a candidate which is not winning one in any preference. But
on the other hand, a social choice function can be defined to elect a candidate which
is ranked last in majority of preferences. Such social choice function would satisfy
conditions presented in this paper, and therefore would satisfy a necessary condition
for being considered a compromise social choice function. That example shows that
stated axioms do not represent a sufficient condition by themselves, and combination
with another social choice axiom is required for that. Sufficiency condition therefore
remains an open question for further study.
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be considered as a function which is able to elect a compromise winner. Basic
question remains – what constitutes a ”compromise winner”?

If we start with basics, it is universally accepted that in the election between
two candidates, the one that receives a majority of votes is a compromise can-
didate. But when we move to three candidates, things change. When there are
three (or more) candidates some would argue Borda winner is a compromise one.
Unlike a plurality winner, selection of Borda winner takes into account position-
ing of the candidates over all positions in voters preferences: in each preference
last ranked candidate is assigned zero points, penultimate candidate one point,
and so one. Borda winner is the candidate with the largest sum of assigned
points over all preferences [2]. On the other hand plurality counts only winning
positions in the preferences on a given profile.

So why is Borda score considered a ”more compromise” social schoice func-
tion than plurality count? Basicaly, because it can elect as a winner a candidate
with less first rankings than a plurality count, if thet candidate has (by some
definition) greater overall support in the preferences on some profile. That line of
argument is basis of this paper – a necessary condition for a social choice function
to be considered a compromise one, is ability to elect as a winner a candidate
which is not top ranked candidate. The core of such reasoning is represented in
treatment of the following profile of preferences:

n m

A C

B B

C A

Table 1. Basic motivation profile

In profile given in Table 1, n voters prefer candidate A over candidate B,
and both over candidate C. On the other hand, m voters prefer candidate C
over candidate B, and both over candidate A. Benchmark profile would be one
in which n = m, but we can also consider profiles in which values of n and m
are close one to another.2

2 Moving from n = m to ”n is close to m” is a giant step, since we move from exact
mathematical statement to a fuzzy one. But a notion of compromise is fuzzy, and
therefore there is ground for such analysis. If we state a candidate B as a compromise
choice in such profiles, question is: how far can we go with difference between n and
m, and still consider B as a compromise on a given profile? That question, in its
core, is a version of a Sorties paradox, and as such is analyzed in [6–9]. However, we
will not pursue that line of argumentation in this paper.
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Main idea is that candidate B represents a compromise on such profile; both
candidates A and C are first choice for a half of the voters, but in the same time,
a last choice for other half. Similar argumentation we can find in work of Chat-
terji, Sen and Zeng [5]. In their paper they propose a social choice axiom that is
satisfied if a social choice function can elect a middle candidate as a winner on
a profile form Table 1, such than n =

⌊
N
2

⌋
, m =

⌈
N
2

⌉
where N = n+m. Chat-

terji and others analyze a class of random social choice functions, and therefore,
an axiom formulation is adjusted to that context. Nevertheless, it clearly shows
that there is a scientific interest in an approach to the notion of compromise
formulated upon such basic profile of preferences.

2 Basic definitions

An axiom of social choice theory should be stated generally, not just for three
candidates scenario. The question arises: what general form should take an axiom
which would be a generalization of described three case scenario. This leads us
to the following definition:

Definition 1 (Weak Compromise Axiom (WCA)). Social choice function
Φ satisfies a Weak Compromise Axiom if on every set of three or more candi-
dates, there is a profile of preferences α, such that a set of winning candidates
of social choice function Φ contains a candidate which is not placed first in any
preference of the profile α.

In definition of Weak Compromise Axiom, we request that there should be a
profile (for every set of three or more candidates) on which social choice function
elects a candidate who is never top-ranked, in a set of winning candidates. Strong
version of the axiom should require that set of winning candidates contains just
one candidate.

Definition 2 (Strong Compromise Axiom (SCA)). Social choice function
Φ satisfies a Strong Compromise Axiom if on every set of three or more candi-
dates, there is a profile of preferences α, such that a set of winning candidates
of social choice function Φ contains only a candidate which is not placed first in
any preference of the profile α.

From those definitions, we can see that if social choice function satisfies SCA,
then it also satisfies WCA. It is also clear that those definitions are generaliza-
tions of the motivation idea from the beginning of the paper.

Before analysis of classes of social choice function that might satisfy WCA
(and SCA), let us point out four rules that fail to satisfy WCA: Dictatorial rule,
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Plurality Count, Instant Runoff Voting (IRV)3 and Carey’s voting rule4 [11, 15].

As for Dictatorial rule, it is obvious that a candidate who is never top-ranked
could never be selected as winner. Same goes for Plurality Count, since it only
counts first positions in a profile.

Instant Runoff vote is a voting rule that iteratively removes a candidate(s) from
selection, by criterion of having fewest top rankings. Again, it is trivial to con-
clude that such social choice function could not satisfy WCA: a candidate which
is never top ranked on a profile would be first to be removed from selection, and
therefore it could never be selected as a winner.5

Finally, Carey’s voting rule does not satisfy WCA for the same reasons IRV
doesn’t. Similary, like IRV, Carey’s voting rule iteratively eliminate candidates
from consideration, based on their plurality count. But unlike IRV, Carey’s rule
eliminates all candidates that have less than average number of top-ranking
scores, so candidate which is never top-ranked would be eliminated in first round.

3 Positional scoring rules

We shall first analyze an interaction between compromise axioms and a class
of positional scoring functions. Social choice positional scoring functions are
functions which appoints some score to each position in a preference, and then
sums scores for each candidate over all preferences in a given profile. Scores as-
signed to a certain position in a preference are determined by a scoring vector
p = (p1, p2, ..., pm), where p1 is score assigned to a first position in a preference,
and pm score assigned to last position in a preference over m candidates, and
p1 ≥ p2 ≥ ... ≥ pm, p1 > pm. Two best known positional scoring functions are
Plurality Count, with scoring vector pPC = (1, 0, ..., 0), and Borda Count with

3 Instant Runoff Voting is sometimes referred to as the Hare method, Alternative Vote,
Preferential Voting or Ranked-Choice Voting (RCV), though these names are also
used for other social choice functions.

4 Carey’s voting rule is a generalization of Craig Carey’s three-candidate IFPP
method, where IFPP stands for Improved-First-Past-Post.

5 Social choice ”counterpart” of Instant Runoff Voting, a Coomb’s Method has quite
interesting relation to compromise axioms. Coomb’s Method is also iteratively re-
moving candidates from selection, but its criterion is the greatest number of last-
rankings of the candidate. Used on a profile over three candidates given in Table 1,
with n > m, one can easily see that Commb’s Method would select a (top-ranked)
candidate A as a winner. But if n = m, conclusion are not that straight forward.
Coomb’s Method can vary in procedures when it comes to tie between candidates
which are to be removed from selection. If, in case of tie, all candidates with equal
greatest number of last rankings are removed, Coomb’s Method satisfies SCA. If
none of them is removed (and all remaining candidates are proclaimed winners),
Coomb’s Method satisfies WCA.
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scoring vector pBC = (m− 1,m− 2, ..., 0) [16].

Before formal analyze, let us point out two trivial conclusions: as said, Plural-
ity Count can never satisfy WCA (and therefore nor SCA). On the other hand,
it is pretty easy to construct a profile with four or more candidates on which
will Borda Count select never top-ranking candidate as a winner:

Example 1. Let us have a profile over four candidates in which one voter has
preference A � B � C � D, another voter preference D � B � A � C, and
third voter a preference C � B � D � A. In such profile, candidate B is never
top ranked candidate, and yet he is a Borda winner with score 6. All other
candidates have Borda score equal to 4.

This gives some grounds to the colloquial claim that Borda Count is more
compromise social choice function than plurality count, but we will give more
strength to that claim through formal analysis.

As Example 1 shows, maximal score for never top-ranked candidate is achi-
eved if it is placed second in all preferences. On the other hand, other candidates
should be symmetrically assigned to all remaining positions in a profile, which
minimizes a maximum of their scores relative to the score of second placed
candidate. This leads us to the general profile (over a set of m candidates,
{A,K1,K2, ...,Km−1}) given in Table 2. We will denote that profile with α,
and it allows us to state following theorem:

1 1 1 · · · 1

K1 K2 K3 · · · Km−1

A A A · · · A

K2 K3 K4 · · · K1

K3 K4 K5 · · · K2

...
...

...
. . .

...

Km−1 K1 K1 · · · Kn−2

Table 2. Profile which maximizes scoring position of the candidate A

Theorem 1. Positional scoring function Φ over a set of m candidates, with
scoring vector p = (p1, p2, ..., pm), satisfies WCA iff

p2 ≥
∑m

i=1 pi
m

= p, (1)

where p stands for average score from scoring vector p.

Proof. First let us assume that social choice function Φ satisfies equation (1).
We will use profile given in Table 2, to show that Φ satisfies WCA. On that
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profile, we have that score of candidate A equals to ΦA = (m − 1)p2. Score for
each other candidate equals to ΦKj = p1 + p3 + ... + pm =

∑m
i=1(pi) − p2. In

order to have candidate A as a Φ winner, it should hold:

(m− 1)p2 ≥
m∑
i=1

(pi)− p2 ⇒ m · p2 ≥
m∑
i=1

(pi),

which holds by assumption.

To prove other direction of the theorem, let us assume that there is a profile α
with n voters, and candidate A (among m candidates) which is never top ranked
on that profile, such that scoring function Φ selects A as a winning candidate.
Furthermore, let us assume that theorem does not hold, ie. p2 < p. Total number
of points assigned by Φ to all candidates equals to s = n ·m · p. Candidate A
receives score sA = n · p2 < n · p. Remaining m − 1 candidates receive in total
s−sA > n·m·p−n·p = n·p·(m−1). So, average score of the remaining candidates

is greater than n·p·(m−1)
m−1 = n · p > sA. Therefore, there is at least one candidate

with score greater than candidate A, which contradicts our assumption. This
proves out theorem.

Using Theorem 1 as a blueprint, one can easily prove following:

Theorem 2. Positional scoring function Φ over a set of m candidates, with
scoring vector p = (p1, p2, ..., pm), satisfies SCA iff

p2 >

∑m
i=1 pi
m

= p, (2)

where p stands for average score from scoring vector p.

Those two theorems provide a compromise axioms criteria for scoring social
choice functions. For instance, one can easily see that plurality count fails to
satisfy both WCA and SCA, since p1 = 1, p2 = 0. Therefore, p is some positive
value, and p2 < p.

Now, let us take a look at Borda count. On set of m voters, p equals to
1+...+(m−1)

m = m−1
2 . On the other hand, we have p2 = m−2. So, for Borda count

to satisfy WCA, we should have m− 2 ≥ m−1
2 , which leads to m ≥ 3. Meaning,

if there is three or more candidates, Borda count meets criterion from Theorem
1, and therefore satisfy WCA. In the same time, we can see that Borda count
does not meet criterion of Theorem 2 over the set of three candidates, which
means that it does not satisfy SCA.

4 Condorcet rules

Condorcet rules is a colloquial name for a group of the social choice functions
that elect a Condorcet winner if there is one. Condorcet winner is the candidate
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who wins a majority of the vote in every head-to-head election against each
of the other candidates, that is, a candidate preferred by more voters than any
others, whenever there is such a candidate [3]. Regarding Condorcet social choice
procedures, Table 2 provides a profile on which such methods satisfy WCA and
SCA for m > 3, that is on sets of four or more candidates; on profile α candidate
A has dueling score m−2 : 1 with all other candidates. So, only three candidates
scenario should be analyzed further. In the three candidates scenario, A, K1

and K2, the most effective profile for candidate A (which is never top-ranked
candidate) is:

n m

K1 K2

A A
K2 K1

However, if n and m are not equal, then candidate K1 or K2 is a Condorcet
winner, so n = m = 1. In this case, Condorcet circle is formed, and set of winners
contains all three candidates. Therefore, Condorcet rules with no additions to
break Condorcet ties, satisfy WCA.

To see if some specific Condorcet rule satisfies SCA (or fails to satisfy WCA),
we should see if that rule breaks a tie in favor of candidate A (or other candi-
dates). We will analyze following Condorcet rules: Baldwin, Copeland, Dodgson,
Nanson, Raynaud, Shulze, Simpson, Small and Tideman social choice function
[11].

It is easy to check out that none of them do: Nanson and Baldwin voting rule tie
in first round of elimination, since Borda score for all three candidates equal to
2, and so does Black’s procedure; Copeland rule ties all three candidates, because
all of them have a same number of net wins (which is equal to zero); Small’s
voting rule, as an extension of Copeland rule also ties, because all candidate
tie for the top, and there is no second round; Dodgson’s rule ties, because all
three candidates require two swaps in the profile to become a Condorcet winner;
Raynaud’s method ties because all pairwise duels tie, so there is no biggest margin
loser candidate to eliminate; Simpson’s rule ties because ranking of the biggest
margin loses of candidates is tie; Tideman’s voting rule ties, because all pairwise
duels tie, so there is no pairwise vote to lock from the start; finally, Schulze
method ties because all direct and indirect comparisons between candidates tie.
Those results prove following theorem.

Theorem 3. Baldwin, Copeland, Dodgson, Nanson, Raynaud, Shulze, Simpson,
Small and Tideman social choice function satisfy WCA, but not the SCA.

As we can see, we can not formulate this theorem with regard to the class
of Condorcet social choice functions (that is, we could not make such claim for
all social choice functions that satisfy Condorcet axiom), because it depends
of how breaking a Condorcet tie is defined. For instance, social choice function
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that elects Condorcet winner if there is one, and uses Majoritarian compromise6

if there is no Condorcet winner would satisfy SCA. On the other hand, social
choice function that elects Condorcet winner if there is one, and uses Instant
Runoff Voting if there is no Condorcet winner would not satisfy even WCA.

5 Compromise rules

Another interesting class of functions, so called Compromise rules, comes from
the work of Merlin, Özkal-Sanver and Sanver [10, 12]. This class of functions7 con-
tains some well known function that were studied in past decades: Median Voting
Rule, Fallback Bargaining, Majoritarian Compromise and Plurality Count [1, 4,
13, 14].

The main idea those functions are build upon is to seek a compromise be-
tween quantity and quality of support given to candidates on a profile. First,
top ranked candidates on a profile are observed; if there is a candidate who is
meeting a criterion (quota) on that level of decision, then that candidate is cho-
sen as a winner (not necessary unique). This is called a selection at rank r = 1.
Criterion differ from one rule to another; we can demand that candidate receives
majority support (quota q =

⌈
n
2

⌉
), unanimity support (quota q = n) or some

other quota. If criterion is not met, we move to another rank, r = 2. Now we
count support on a profile among all first two places of preferences in a profile.
Again, we look if criterion is met (and if there is a way to break a tie) or we
move on to another rank.

Main result in work of Merlin and others is that this class of functions can
be expressed (and analyzed) through elementary scoring rules, which are deter-
mined with elementary scoring vectors

wr = (1, ..., 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
r times

, 0, ..., 0).

For our purposes, main importance carries a elementary scoring vector w2. We
have following result:

Theorem 4. Let Φ be a (r, q)-compromise rule as defined in [12] with rank r ≥ 2
and any quota q. Then Φ satisfies SCA.

Proof. To prove this claim, we will use profile α from Table 2. When using scoring
vector w2 over profile α, candidate A receives support of all m− 1 voters, while
all other candidates receive support of 1 voter. Support of all voters meets any

6 See following section.
7 In [12] we can find division of mentioned social choice functions in two classes, (q, r)-

compromise rules and refined (q, r)-compromise rules. Difference between classes is
in the way the ties are being broken. Since this difference would not affect results in
this paper, we will not emphasize this division.
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quota, and since for m ≥ 3, m − 1 > 1 holds, candidate A is unique winner.
Therefore, social choice function Φ satisfies SCA.

Let us point out, that out of class of compromise rules, Plurality rule with
r = 1, does not satisfy SCA.

6 d-Measure of compromise rules

Another class of rules that aim to capture a notion of compromise are those build
upon minimization of so called d-measure of divergence from compromise. Main
idea behind such measure is to calculate weighted distances of candidate place-
ment from the certain position in linear ordering (βd

j (Mk)). Weight is achieved
by calculating distances to the power d, d > 1.

βd
j (Kk) =

n∑
i=1

∣∣αk
i − j

∣∣d , (3)

where j stands for a position in linear ordering, and αk
i stands for position of

candidate Kk in the i-th preference of the profile. Value of d represents a decision
of socially accepted level of compromise, where compromise is seen as a version
of Sorties paradox [7].

Since there are m candidates, and m positions from which d-measure is calcu-
lated, data form d-measure matrix:

Md =


βd
1 (K1) βd

2 (K1) · · · βd
m(K1)

βd
1 (K2) βd

2 (K2) · · · βd
m(K2)

...
...

. . .
...

βd
1 (Km) βd

2 (Km) · · · βd
m(Km)

 (4)

That matrix allows different types of minimization od d-measure. Simplest
one is minimization of d-measure from the first place: winning linear ordering is
the one determined by values of βd

1 (Ki), with smallest value od d-measure being
selected as first. Such rule is called SdM (from Simple d-Measure). Using Young
criteria, it can be shown that SdM is a scoring function [6], with scoring vector:

p =
(
(m− 1)d, (m− 1)d − 1, (m− 1)d − 2d, ..., 0

)
.

Now we have:

p = (m− 1)d − 1

m

m−1∑
i=1

id

To meet condition of Theorem 1, it should hold:

p2 ≥ p ⇒
1

m

m−1∑
i=1

id ≥ 1 ⇒
m−1∑
i=1

id ≥ m
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Since, for d > 1, m ≥ 3 we have

m−1∑
i=1

id >
m−1∑
i=1

i =
m− 1

2
m ≥ m,

by Theorems 1 and 2, we conclude:

Theorem 5. Social choice function SdM satisfies WCA and SCA for all values
d > 1.

Another approach to minimization of d-measure of divergence from compro-
mise is TdM (from Total d-Measure). In this case, we are observing sum of all
d-measures induced by some linear ordering (permutation) of candidates. Order-
ing with smallest such sum is declared winning one.[9]

To answer if TdM satisfies WCA (or SCA), we should examine d-measure matrix
when used on profile α in Table 2. Due to symmetry of that profile, d-measured
βd
j (K∗) are equal for all candidates (except for candidate A):

βd
1 (K∗) =

m−1∑
i=2

id,

βd
j (K∗) =

j−1∑
i=1

id − (j − 2)d +

m−j∑
i=1

id, j ≥ 2

Now, for m > 3, d-matrix is equal to
m− 1 0 (m− 1)1d · · · (m− 1)(m− 2)d∑m−1
i=2 id βd

2 (K∗)i
d βd

3 (K∗) · · · βd
m(K∗)

...
...

...
. . .

...∑m−1
i=2 id βd

2 (K∗)i
d βd

3 (K∗) · · · βd
m(K∗)

 (5)

Let us look at total sum od d-measures for ranking AK1K2 · · ·Km−1 (which is
same for all permutations of candidates different from A). We will denote that
sum with βsum.

βsum = m− 1

+1d −0 +
∑m−2

1 id

+
∑2

1 i
d −1d +

∑m−3
1 id

+
∑3

1 i
d −2d +

∑m−4
1 id

...

+
∑m−1

1 id −(m− 2)d +0

(6)

All other permutations, due to symmetry, can be analyzed as a replacement
of positions between candidate A and some candidate Ki, placed at some l-th
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position (2 ≤ l ≤ m). If we make such switch, sum of d-measures changes to
β′sum, through change in first and l-th summand. First summand changes to:

m− 1 → (m− 1)(l − 2)d.

And l-th summand changes to

l−1∑
i=1

id − (l − 2)d +
m−l∑
i=1

id →
m−1∑
i=2

id.

So, total change is

m− 1 +
l−1∑
i=1

id − (l − 2)d +
m−l∑
i=1

id → (m− 1)(l − 2)d +
m−1∑
i=2

id (7)

For l = 2 change in equation (7) equals to:

m+
m−2∑
i=1

id →
m−1∑
i=2

id,

so difference is (m− 1)d −m− 1, which is positive for m ≥ 3 if d ≥ ln(m+1)
ln(m−1) . It

can be shown that this lower bound for value of d is decreasing with rise of m,
with limit equal to 1. It has greatest value for m = 3, and in this case we have
d ≥ 2.

For other values of l ≥ 3, change of position of candidate A changes summand
in βsum

m− 1 → (m− 1)(l − 1)d,

and that change is greater than 0. Change of position of candidate K∗ brings
difference to βsum, which equals to

1 + (l − 2)d +
m−1∑
i=l

id −
m−l∑
i=1

id.

This expression is always greater than zero; two sums have same number of sum-
mands, with every summand (by order) from the first sum greater than summand
from the second sum. Therefore, difference is also positive, and conclusion is that
with change of positions between candidate A and any other candidate, βsum
increases. This means that candidate A is winner by TdM.

Theorem 6. Social choice function TdM satisfies WCA for all values d ≥ 2.

Previous analysis suggests that TdM could satisfy SCA for d > 2, but it isn’t
so, because TdM cannot produce candidate A as unique winner for m = 3 (and
all values d > 1) on a profile:

n m

K1 K2

A A
K2 K1
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Therefore, social choice function TdM does not satisfy SCA.

7 Concluding remarks and future work

In this paper we analyzed three general class of social choice functions with
regard to defined axioms. First we show that there are social choice functions
that do not meet both WCA and SCA (Plurality Count, Instant Runoff Voting,
Carey’s voting rule). For positional scoring rules WCA and SCA criteria are
given. Consequence of those criteria is that Plurality Rule does not satisfy nei-
ther WCA nor SCA, and Borda Count satisfies WCA, but not SCA. For another
broad class of social choice functions, Condorcet rules, we showed that they fail
to satisfy SCA, but they satisfy weak version of the axiom.8 Class of social choice
functions named Compromise rules (following the results from [10, 12]) in gen-
eral satisfies SCA.9 Finally, for social choice functions build around d-measure of
divergence from the compromise [6, 9], we found out that social choice function
SdM satisfies SCA, while social choice function TdM satisfies only WCA. This
can be viewed as a tradeoff between minimization of the d-measure of divergence
from the compromise about first place, and a minimization of all d-measure di-
vergences from the compromise about rest of the positions in the linear ordering.
Those results show that WCA and SCA divide social choice functions in groups
that fairly reflects relationship between those social choice functions and collo-
quial expectations from notion of compromise.

Future work would include detection of the connection between WCA and
SCA and other axioms of social choice theory. While axioms presented in this
paper provide necessary condition for a social choice function to be considered a
compromise one, such work could provide a sufficient condition(s) as well. Fur-
thermore, one can expect that there could be a characterization of Compromise
rules based on the Compromise Axioms.
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8 It should be noted that there is no result for a class of Condorcet rules as a whole,
but for specific rules one by one. This is so, because result is dependent of the way
every of those rules breaks a tie on profile from page 4.

9 Only exception is Plurality Count, which can also be viewed as a member of that
class.
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